My BI Repository ®
Proper documentation of BW objects helps later phases of BW implementation & minimizes budget overruns. A
good customer facing self-help documentation tool reduces maintenance costs. Cataloging technical objects
both minimizes redundant objects and helps improve consistency & quality of objects.

Cataloging &

categorization are necessary for smooth upgrades & rollouts.

Key Benefits
Minimize budget overruns
Minimize support tickets
Minimize redundant objects
Easy access of documentation to tech team
& business users
Review technical settings of BW objects for

Some usage scenarios
What is the aging criteria

Are there any Mandatory &

How many Queries are

Which Cubes are not

in AR Aging report?

Range variables on 0CALDAY?

created on GL Cube?

physically partitioned?

Does Stock On Hand re-

Which Queries are marked for

Which Queries are not

… and many more ...

port show reserved qty?

BO migration?

cached?

Drill thru Reports

Key Features
Generate reports of all types of BW objects
70+ custom reports delivered
Generate unlimited drill thru reports
Customize report layout
Upload/download documentation (like Tech Specs)
Attach Word, Excel, Visio, PPT, etc documents to BW objects
Searchable documentation
Categorize objects by modules & sub-modules
Categorize objects by custom categories
Customize categories to suit business needs
www.erada.com

Write to info@erada.com for a free evaluation copy.

Unlimited !

Unlimited drill thru reports

Report on ANY BW object

Upload/download documentation
Show ALL tech settings in one location

Drill thru to ANY linked object
Customize categories

… and much more ...

Our other products

SmartCube
BW
Smart QCopy
BWA

BWA Workbench

Rapid Optimizer
SAP

Optimize InfoCube to improve query time, decrease load time & minimize BWA footprint. Create
optimal Cubes on DSOs.
Copy Queries across systems & landscapes without transports. Copy across dissimilar InfoProviders. Eliminate unnecessary queries .
Plan, Size, Forecast, Optimize, Simulate, Track, Reconcile & Monitor BW Accelerator. One stop
tool for BWA administration.
Rewrite ABAP for better performance. Identify breaches to custom coding standards & SOX compliance. Easily comprehend complex & large programs.

Rapid Index

Identify optimal indexes for a program or group of programs. Eliminate unnecessary indexes.

Rapid Buffer

Identify optimal Buffer settings.

Rapid Upgrade

Upgrade ABAP to ECC . Make ABAP Unicode compliant. Other upgrade functionalities.

compliant
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